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State-of-the-art relational and continuous algorithms alike have focused on producing opti-
mal or near-optimal query plans by minimizing a single cost function. However, ensuring
accurate yet real-time responses for stream processing applications necessitates that the
system identifies qualified rather than optimal query plans – with the former guaranteeing
that their utilization of both the CPU and the memory resources stays within their respec-
tive system capacities. In such scenarios, being optimal in one resource usage while out-of-
bound in the other is not viable. Our experimental study illustrates that to be effective a
qualified plan optimizer must explore an extended plan search space called the jtree space
composed not only of the standard mjoin and binary join plans, but also of general join trees
with mixed operator types. While our proposed dynamic programming-based JTree-Finder
algorithm is guaranteed to generate a qualified query plan if such a plan exists in the search
space, its exponential time complexity makes it not viable for continuous stream environ-
ments. To facilitate run-time optimization, we thus propose an efficient yet effective two-
layer plan generation framework. The proposed framework first exploits the positive corre-
lation between the CPU and memory usages to obtain plans that are minimal in at least one
of the two resource usages. In our second layer we propose two alternative polynomial-time
algorithms to explore the negative correlation between the resource usages to successfully
generate query plans that adhere to both CPU and memory resource constraints. Effective-
ness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms are experimentally evaluated by comparing
them to each other as well as state-of-the-art techniques.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Continuous query plan generation

State-of-the-art query optimization algorithms in static databases [1–5] primarily focus on generating an optimal or
near-optimal plan by minimizing a single cost function, typically the total processing costs comprised of I/O or CPU [6].
Continuous query processing [7,8] differs from its static counterpart in several aspects. First, the incoming streaming data
is unbounded and the query lifespan is potentially infinite. Therefore, run-time output rate is a better metric than the total
CPU time needed to handle all input data [9]. When the per-unit-time CPU usage of a query plan is less than the available
system CPU capacity, the query execution is able to keep up with incoming tuples and produce real-time results at an
optimal output rate [10].
. All rights reserved.
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Second, real-time response requirements make continuous queries memory resident [7]. Stateful operators, such as joins,
store input tuples in states with which future incoming tuples of other streams will join. In time-critical applications, such as
fire-sensor monitoring, it is common to have multi-join queries with large numbers of participant streams with high input
rates. In such scenarios, the size of the in-memory operator states could potentially grow to be very large, making memory a
precious resource. Memory overflow can result in unacceptable outcomes, such as temporary halt of query execution
[9,11,12], approximation of query results [13] and in some cases thrashing.

To summarize, generating a query plan that is optimal in one resource usage while out-of-bound in the other is not an
acceptable solution. Therefore, the aim is to generate a query plan with both resource consumptions within their respective
system resource capacities, henceforth called a qualified plan [10]. All qualified plans are guaranteed to produce results at the
same output rate [10].

To address this qualified plan generation problem, one could attempt to design a combined (singular) cost function that
captures both resource usages. This would be beneficial as we could then capitalize on state-of-the-art optimization tech-
niques. However, such an approach suffers from drawbacks that make it unsuitable. First, a singular cost function that cap-
tures both CPU and memory usages and their correlation a priori is in practice hard to obtain [14]. This is because the
problem is no longer a minimization problem but rather a system resource constraint satisfaction problem. Also, there is
no monotonic clearly characterizable relationship between the resources. On the contrary, we show that these resources
in parts of the search space may be positively correlated and in others negatively correlated. Second, a query plan that is
minimal by this new singular function need not be optimal or near-optimal in either resource usage nor guaranteed to be
qualified. Additionally we note that the problem is NP-hard [15], yet efficient algorithms are a must in the streaming context
for run-time optimization. Thus, we now set out in this work to provide a fresh approach to this qualified plan generation
problem.

1.2. Relationship between resource usages

Similar to other multi-objective optimizations [16,17,14], we first characterize the relationship among the determining
cost factors. The observation that a query plan with less data (less memory) typically requires less CPU processing time is
well known. This direct correlation is referred to in this work as a positive correlation. State-of-the-art optimizers in static
databases [1–3,5,18] as well as streaming databases [9,15,19] exploit this positive correlation by minimizing intermediate
results (memory) with the assumption that this will also reduce CPU costs.

To illustrate this, consider the two commonly used methods for executing continuous joins: binary join trees (bjtree) [20]
and multi-way join operators (mjoin) [19,9,15,10]. A bjtree is composed of binary join operators that store intermediate re-
sults, while an mjoin is a single operator that takes as input all participant streams. The new tuples from each stream in
mjoin are joined with the remaining streams in a particular order. Existing optimization techniques for both these join meth-
ods aim to minimize the total number of intermediate results [15]. In bjtree, this reduces the memory required to store inter-
mediate results as well as the CPU costs for future joins. On the other hand, in mjoin, this reduces the CPU costs needed to
recompute intermediate tuples.

However, negative correlation between CPU and memory usage could also arise for multi-join query plan optimization.
In other words, an increase in the usage of one resource may decrease the usage of the other. While the concept of negative
correlation is well known, to the best of our knowledge none of the state-of-the-art approaches exploit both positive and neg-
ative correlations to generate a query plan that is both CPU and memory resource adherent. More precisely, rather than only
considering different bjtrees by exploiting only positive correlation, our approach explores removing some intermediate
states to reduce memory usage at the expense of increasing the re-computation CPU costs, thus also exploiting the negative
correlation between resources. Conversely, rather than choosing between different mjoin orderings, some input streams can
be combined to form binary joins whose results are stored in intermediate states and fed into the mjoin operator. This re-
duces CPU costs incurred by the re-computation at the expense of increasing memory usage. In Section 2.4 we present a for-
mal analysis highlighting these resource trade-offs.

State-of-the-art algorithms in multi-join query optimization stay within one join method by exploiting only the positive
correlation in each join method. That is, they explore either solely within the bjtree [5,2,10] or the mjoin [19,15] solution
space. [9], which were the first to introduce the idea of mjoin, also observed that there is a limit in the number of input
streams for an mjoin to be effective. They considered decomposing a single mjoin operator into two smaller mjoin operators
as in Fig. 1d. [9] does not consider memory resource utilization (assuming it to be always sufficient) and follows the tradi-
tional approach of optimizing the query by simply reducing CPU processing time. Thus [9] fails to explore a general join plan,
as in Fig. 1e, composed of a mixture of both mjoin and binary join operators at any level henceforth referred to as jtrees. In
our experimental analysis, we observe that these existing algorithms thus may not generate qualified query plans even when
a qualified plan exists in the solution space Fig. 2.

1.3. The proposed approach

We first present our dynamic programming-based JTree-Finder algorithm that explores the complete jtree search space
and guarantees the generation of a qualified plan. This guarantee comes at a high complexity cost, making it not practical for
run-time optimization needed for streaming applications.



Fig. 1. JTree solution space: (a) and (b) traditional bjtrees, (c) mjoin [9], (d) de-composed mjoin [9], (e) a jtree plan not considered in literature.
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We thus design a polynomial-time qualified plan generation solution in the form of a two-layer framework. In the first
layer, the 2-dimensional problem is transformed into a 1-dimensional minimization problem. This allows us to employ
state-of-the-art solutions [15,19,1,5,10] that exploit positive correlation among the two resources to generate a good mjoin
or a good bjtree plan respectively. This layer either returns (1) a qualified mjoin or bjtree plan, if found, or (2) a negative
result to denote that the available resources are too limiting and hence no qualified plan exists, or (3) triggers the second
layer of plan generation into action.

The second layer of optimization piggybacks on the first layer by using the generated best possible mjoin or bjtree plans
as the starting point as they provide lower bounds on memory or CPU utilization respectively. For the second layer we pro-
pose two polynomial-time hill-climbing search algorithms, named state-selection and state-removal. Both exploit the nega-
tive correlation between CPU and memory usage to generate a qualified jtree. More precisely, state-selection starts with the
previously generated mjoin-based plan (i.e., guaranteed to be minimal in memory usage) and reduces the excessive CPU re-
source utilization by sacrificing some memory resources (Fig. 3). In this process, we aim to save on CPU costs wasted on the
re-computations of intermediate results. On the other hand, state-removal starts with a good bjtree-based plan (i.e., optimal
or near-optimal in CPU usage), and aims to reduce the excessive memory usage by selecting intermediate states to be re-
moved at the expense of increasing CPU resources needed for their re-computation.

1.4. Summary of contributions

� We position the generation of multi-join continuous query plans as a qualified plan generation problem with the aim of
generating a query plan whose usages of both CPU and memory resources are within the system capacities.
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� We consider the extended search space of qualified plans that incorporates general jtree-based plans. We employ the JTree-
Finder algorithm for exploring this search space. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the need to indeed consider
this extended plan space. It further highlights the need for a polynomial-time approach. In this performance study, this
dynamic programming technique is not feasible for stream processing systems due to its exponential time complexity.

� We propose an alternative polynomial-time two-layer plan generation framework, which exploits existing technologies to
first generate an mjoin and a bjtree plan that are minimal in memory and CPU resources respectively, exploiting the posi-
tive correlation between the resources usages.

� We present two new hill-climbing algorithms, namely state-selection and state-removal that exploit the negative trade-offs
between CPU and memory usages. The former uses the mjoin plan and the latter uses the bjtree plan, both generated in
our first layer of optimization, as their respective starting point.

� We show the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms through our second set of experiments that compares them
against each other and to popular approaches. Our proposed two-layer optimization is shown to as effective in a large vari-
ety of testing scenarios as the exhaustive approach in finding a qualified plan. Additionally, due its polynomial-time exe-
cution it is able to generate qualified plan even when for a large number of streams, when the dynamic programing
solution is to expensive.
1.5. Organization

In Section 7 we survey the related work. We analyze the CPU and memory cost models to reveal the conditions under
which these resources have a positive versus a negative correlation in Section 2. In Section 3, we present various resource
settings that would require the search space to be extended to include general jtrees. Additionally, here we also present
our dynamic programming-based JTree-Finder algorithm. Section 4 experimentally highlights the high time complexity of
JTree-Finder. We propose our polynomial-time two-layer plan generation framework in Section 5. The effectiveness of
our approach is presented in Section 6 through our experiments. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we analyze the CPU and memory costs for the state-of-the-art methods of implementing multi-join con-
tinuous queries, namely mjoin and bjtree. This comprehensive analysis reveals the conditions under which CPU and memory
usage have a positive or a negative correlation.

2.1. Join method basics

The join graph ðJGÞ (in Fig. 4a) represents a multi-join query along with statistical information such as input rates, selec-
tivities, etc. A vertex in the join graph represents an input stream, marked by its stream name and arrival rate. An edge be-
tween two vertices indicates a join predicate between the two streams and is marked by the join selectivity. For simplicity,
henceforth we assume independent join selectivities. In principle a richer selectivity estimation-model [21,22] could also be
utilized. However, this would further complicate the already NP-Hard problem considered in this work.

Fig. 4b and c show mjoin and bjtree respectively, two common practices used for executing multi-join queries over win-
dowed streams. [9] proposed a multi-way join operator called mjoin to process a multi-join query over windowed streams.
An mjoin operator is a single multi-way operator that takes as input the continuous streams from all join participants. Two
benefits of mjoin are that the order in which the inputs tuples from each stream are joined with remaining streams can be
dynamic, and intermediate tuples are no longer stored, saving space. To illustrate, in Fig. 4b new tuples from A (DA for short)
are first inserted into the state of A (denoted as SA), then used to probe the state of B ðSBÞ, and the resulting join tuples then go
on to probe the state of stream C ðSCÞ to produce the final output result. The key idea is that the order in which the new tuples
from stream A are processed (joined) is independent from the order in which tuples from streams B and C are processed.
(b) MJoin Operator and Sample Join Ordering (c) BJTree(a) Join Graph
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Table 1
Terms used in cost models.

Term Meaning

Ci Cost of inserting a tuple to a state (ms)
Cd Cost of deleting a tuple from a state (ms)
Cj Cost of joining a pair of tuples (ms)
kX Average input rate from stream X (tuples/s)
rXY Selectivity of join X ffl Y
W Sliding time-based window constraint measured in seconds
jSX j Number of tuples in state SX
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Alternative t mjoin a traditional plan (as shown in Fig. 4c) containing binary join operations can also be used to process con-
tinuous multi-join queries.

The algorithms proposed in this work are general and not restricted by any particular physical implementation of mjoin
or bjtree like hash vs. nested-loop or particular window type like count- vs. time-based. To anchor our analysis, our cost anal-
ysis below makes use of the widely adopted symmetric stream hash join [9] with time-based windows [23,8]. Prior work has
shown that for most cases of a hash based join implementation is superior to other implementations such as tree-based and
nested-loop join [10]. Each join operator keeps one state per input stream, storing tuples in one window frame for future
joins. For ease of discussion, we assume all join predicates to have the same window size, though the techniques proposed
in this work are not restricted by it.

We apply the commonly adopted per-unit-time cost metric [23], in which the CPU cost is the CPU processing time re-
quired to process all tuples arriving in one time unit. Table 1 explains the terms used in our cost model. The cost function
CPU ðP; JGÞ returns the CPU utilization and Memory ðP; JGÞ returns the memory resources needed to execute the query plan
P realizing the user query captured by the join graph JG.

2.2. Cost analysis for mjoin

CPU costs for the mjoin in Fig. 4b is the cumulative cost of processing tuples from streams A, B and C. Based on the optimal
join orderings in Fig. 4b, a new tuple from A is first inserted into state SA (at cost Ci). Existing tuples that are now outside the
window frame are purged2 from SA (at cost Cd). This inserted tuple is then joined with tuples in state SB and the resulting tuples
are used to join with tuples in state SC . A similar process applies to tuples from B and C. The CPU costs for input A in a unit time
are CPUA ¼ kAðCi þ CdÞ þ kAjSBjrABCj þ kAjSBjjSC jrABCCj, where rABC ¼ rABrBC ; jSBj ¼ kBW , and jSC j ¼ kCW .
2 We
CPUA ¼ kAðCi þ CdÞ þ kAkBrABWCj þ kAkBrABkCrBCW2Cj: ð1Þ
The total CPU processing costs for our mjoin are:
CPUmjoin ¼ CPUA þ CPUB þ CPUC ¼ ðkA þ kB þ kCÞðCi þ CdÞ þ kBkCrBCWCj þ 3kAkBkCrABCW2Cj þ 2kAkBrABWCj: ð2Þ
The memory cost of an mjoin, immaterial of the chosen join ordering, is the same and fixed to be the total state size for
maintaining input stream tuples. This cost is relatively stable through out the life span of the query. The run-time memory
costs may fluctuate as intermediate tuples temporarily exist and can be minimized by choosing the optimal join orderings.
The memory costs for the mjoin (Fig. 4b) thus is estimated as:
MEMmjoin ¼ jSAj þ jSBj þ jSC j ¼ kAW þ kBW þ kCW ð3Þ
2.3. Cost models for bjtree

Similarly, the CPU costs of a bjtree are the cumulative cost of processing tuples from each input stream in one time unit. In
Fig. 4, a new tuple from A is first inserted into the state SA and old tuples from SA are deleted. The new tuple then joins with
tuples in state SB. The joined tuples are inserted into intermediate state SAB and older tuples in SAB are deleted. These joined
tuples finally join with tuples in state SC . Tuples from input B follow similar steps while tuples from input C directly join with
tuples in state SAB. The cost models to compute the unit CPU costs for input A is CPUA ¼ kAðCi þ CdÞþ kAjSBjrABðCj þ Ci þ CdÞþ
kAjSBjjSC jrABCCj. The CPU costs for input B are identical to A. However the CPU costs of stream C is CPUC ¼ kCðCi þ CdÞþ
kC jSABjrBCCj. Given jSABj ¼ kAkBrABW2 and jSBj ¼ kBW we have,
CPUbjtree ¼ ðkA þ kB þ kCÞðCi þ CdÞ þ 3kAkBkCrABCW2Cj þ 2kAkBrABWðCj þ Ci þ CdÞ: ð4Þ
Estimated memory costs is given by the total state size:
MEMbjtree ¼ jSAj þ jSBj þ jSC j þ jSABj ¼ MEMmjoin þ kAkBrABW2: ð5Þ
assume self-purge, while cross-purge is also applicable.



Table 2
Parameter configurations.

Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

Ma (MB) 300 300 30 30
kA (tuples/s) 20 20 10 20
kB (tuples/s) 20 20 10 20
kC (tuples/s) 20 50 10 20
kD (tuples/s) – – 10 20
rAB 0.05 0.02 0.1 0.02
rBC 0.5 0.5 0.15 0.2
rCD – – 0.1 0.05
W (ms) 5000 15,000 15,000 50,000
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The first two terms in Eq. (4) are identical for bjtrees of any shape. The third term, 2jSABjðCj þ Ci þ CdÞ, is join order depen-
dent. Choosing a better join ordering lowers the size of intermediate states, which decreases the memory cost as indicated by
Eq. (5), and also lowers the CPU costs as indicated by Eq. (4). Hence in bjtree, CPU and memory costs are positively correlated.

2.4. Condition for negative correlation

As indicated by Eqs. (3) and (5), MEMbjtree is always larger than MEMmjoin as the bjtree stores all intermediate states. So a
negative correlation between CPU and memory may exist when the CPU costs of bjtree are smaller than the CPU costs of mjoin.
At first glance, this seems to always hold, because without storing intermediate results, mjoin requires extra CPU resources for
re-computation. However, bjtree also needs extra CPU resources to maintain intermediate states. The re-computation of the
state BC requires CPUmjoin recomput while CPUbjtree maintain is the cost to maintain the state AB. From Eqs. (2) and (4), we have:
CPUmjoin recomput ¼ kBkCrBCWCj; ð6Þ
CPUbjtree maintain ¼ 2kAkBrABWðCi þ CdÞ: ð7Þ
From this, several key observations can be drawn,

1. When CPUmjoin recomput > CPUbjtree maintain, a bjtree by storing intermediate results uses more memory but is able to reduce
the CPU usage as no re-computations are needed.

2. When CPUmjoin recomput < CPUbjtree maintain, an mjoin by having extra re-computation CPU costs saves valuable memory
resources needed to store them as well as the CPU resources needed to maintain them.

In this work, we exploit this phenomenon of sacrificing one resource to gain another.

3. Qualified plan solution space

3.1. The basics on optimal vs. qualified plans

Definition 1. A query plan P for the join graph JG is an optimal plan with respect to CPU (or memory) usage, if there does
not exist a plan P0 – P for JG such that CPU ðP0; JGÞ < CPUðP; JGÞ (or MemoryðP0; JGÞ < MemoryðP; JGÞ).

State-of-the-art algorithms in traditional [1–5] and continuous query systems [15,9,19] focus on generating a query plan
that is minimal in one cost function (such as in CPU or in memory usage). They however do not tackle the problem addressed
in this work of generating qualified plans that adhere to both CPU and memory usage constraints. To elaborate, assume the
query Q represented by a join graph JG and the available system resources CPUavail and Memavail. Let P1 be the optimal and P2

be a near-optimal plan for JG in regards to CPU resources. Let us also assume that both plans meet the system CPU threshold,
i.e., CPUðP1; JGÞ < CPUðP2; JGÞ < CPUavail. It is easy to envision a scenario where the near-optimal plan P2 meets the memory
threshold while the optimal plan P1 exceeds the system memory resources, i.e., MemoryðP2; JGÞ < Memavail < Mem-
oryðP1; JGÞ. In such scenarios the state-of-the-art algorithms that minimize CPU costs will produce query plan P1 that does
not adhere to both the resource constraints, while missing the qualified plan P2.

Definition 2. Given the available system resources CPUavail and Memavail, a plan P for JG is a qualified plan if CPUðP; JGÞ 6
CPUavail and MemoryðP; JGÞ 6Memavail.

The objective of this work is to design algorithm(s) that generate a qualified plan as in Definition 2.

3.2. The jtree solution space

To better understand the entire solution space, we investigate all possible scenarios depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 where we
vary the system capacities CPUavail and Memavail, and the CPU and memory utilization of popular join methods bjtree and
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mjoin. In Fig. 5a–c the estimated CPU and memory usages of bjtree and/or mjoin lie below their respective system con-
straints. In such situations the existing optimization techniques can be successfully applied. That is, in the case of Fig. 5.a
we can pick either the mjoin or the bjtree, as both are qualified. However, in Fig. 5b only the bjtree and in Fig. 5c only
the mjoin solution is a qualified solution and therefore we choose accordingly.

Now consider the scenario in Fig. 5d where the CPU utilization of mjoin and the memory utilization of the bjtree are above
their respective available system resources. We observe that in such scenarios where neither mjoin nor bjtree query plans
are qualified, a qualified plan may nonetheless exist. This is achieved by exploiting the negative correlation that arises be-
tween CPU and memory utilization (as discussed in Section 2.4). To elaborate, in Fig. 5d the CPU utilization of mjoin
ðCPUmjoinÞ is above the system CPU threshold. While the memory utilization of mjoin ðMemmjoinÞ is well below the available
system memory resources. In such scenarios we can sacrifice memory resources by storing some intermediate results and
therefore saving CPU resources that would have otherwise been wasted for their re-computation. The resulting query plan
is a jtree whose memory and CPU resource consumptions meet their respective resource constraints (as in Fig. 5d). As neither
the pure mjoin operator nor a pure bjtree are viable at all times, we now introduce a generalization of a join plan that enables
us to profit from this negative resource correlation.
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Definition 3. A join tree (jtree) for a query Q represented by a join graph JG is a query plan where each node is a join with
arity, k P 2. k ¼ 2 implies that it is a symmetric binary join, while k P 3 means that the node is an mjoin operator.

The intuition is to have a join solution that now exploits the benefits of both mjoin and bjtree join methods. Our experimen-
tal evaluation supports the claim that considering jtrees in the solution space increases the possibility of finding qualified plans
(see Section 4). Lastly, scenarios (as depicted in Fig. 5e) where the available system resources are too restrictive, no qualified
plan exists. In such cases, a deployed system would have to resort to applying more drastic approaches such as load shedding
[13] and memory-spilling [11,12] to reduce the load of the system. These techniques incur loss of result accuracy or delays due
to the addition of I/O costs. Since these strategies are orthogonal to our topic of generation of query plans that are CPU and
memory resource adherent, we refer the reader to the literature to learn more about these methodologies [11,13,12].

In summary, state-of-the-art techniques avoid including general jtree shaped plan as this makes the search space consid-
erably bigger and therefore have longer execution time. However, generating an optimal plan for one resource usage while
being out-of-bound in another resource is not a viable solution in our context. Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates that exploring the
extended search is indeed useful and can potentially avoid the repeated triggering re-optimization or load shedding.

3.3. Dynamic programming-based exploration of jtree space

To understand the search space and provide the baseline to compare our polynomial-time heuristics, we now extend the
classical bottom-up dynamic programming approach [2] to now search the extended jtree solution space and generate qual-
ified plans. Henceforth, it is called JTree-Finder. For a given user query and system resource constraints, if a qualified jtree
plan exists in the solution space, JTree-Finder is guaranteed to find it. In this work, we primarily introduce JTree-Finder
and its results as a benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness our heuristic-based two-layer qualified plan generation
framework presented in Section 5. In principle, other dynamic programming techniques [24,5] and pruning techniques
[25] could similarly be employed.

JTree-Finder differs from the classical algorithm [2,5,24] in several aspects. First, rather than just looking into left-deep
bjtrees [2], the proposed algorithm explores the much richer jtree solution space. The complete search space contains
all possible query plan shapes, including bushy bjtrees, mjoins and jtrees, as in Fig. 1.

Second, JTree-Finder makes use of the two-dimensional cost model described in Section 2 which calculates both CPU and
memory resource utilizations. While traditional optimizers [24,5,2] instead only use the one-dimensional CPU or IO process-
ing costs. The dual-constraints cost model enables us to prune sub-plans whose memory or CPU usage is greater than their
respective system thresholds at an early stage.

Lastly, termination condition. JTree-Finder terminates either by (1) returning a positive result in the form of a set of qual-
ified plans to choose from, or (2) returning a negative result when the available system resources are too limiting and thus no
qualified plan exists in the solution space. When the available system resources are too restrictive, the algorithm can termi-
nate early without having to explore the full search space. More precisely, the iterative process of the algorithm can termi-
nate at some iteration k, where k < n, if no sub-plans of size k are found to be qualified.

Algorithm 1. JTree-Finder for exploring jtree solution space

Input: Join Graph JG over U ¼ fA;B;C . . .g; Dual-Resource Constraints: CPUavail;Memavail

Output: Set of Qualified Query Plans ðQÞ or �1

1:
 SubPlans½ � ¼ ;; SubPlans½k�: set of plans of size k
2:
 Add all input streams in U to SubPlans[1]

3:
 for pSize = 2 to jUj do

4:
 for all V #U and jV j ¼ pSize do

5:
 PT  Find all distinct partitions of V

6:
 for each partition PT½i� 2 PT do

7:
 P ¼ Generate PlansðPT½i�; SubPlans½ �Þ

8:
 for each Pi 2 P do

9:
 if ðMemoryðPi; JGÞ 6MemavailÞ AND ðCPUðPi; JGÞ 6 CPUavailÞ then

10:
 if pSize ¼ jUj then

11:
 Add Pi to Q
12:
 else

13:
 Add Pi to SubPlans[pSize]

14:
 if ðSubPlans½pSize� ¼ /Þ then return�1

15:
 return Q // Return Qualified Plans
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of JTree-Finder. Given a multi-join over a set of input streams, U ¼ fA;B;C;D; E; Fg
and represented by a join graph JG. The available system resources are CPUavail and Memavail. In the kth iteration of the
algorithm, all combinations of input streams of size k over the set U are considered (Line: 4). V ¼ fA;B;C;Dg is one such
combination of size 4. We then partition V into pairwise disjoint subsets (of V) whose union is V. The total number of
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partitions for V is given by the Bell number ðBkÞ, where k ¼ jV j. For V ¼ fA;B;C;Dg, the various partitions ðPTÞ are
fðDÞ; ðA;B;CÞg, fðA;BÞ; ðC;DÞg; fðAÞ; ðBÞ; ðCÞ; ðDÞg, etc. A partition PT½i� 2 PT is made up of subsets whose size is less than k. Par-
tition fðDÞ; ðA;B;CÞg of V is made of two subsets (D) and ðA;B;CÞ. All possible implementations of sub-plans of size less than k
have already been generated in the previous iterations.

The algorithms then generates all possible query plans for the partition fðDÞ; ðA;B;CÞg. We defined a function called
Generate Plans (Line: 7) that takes as input arguments, a partition PT½i� and all query plans generated in the previous iterations
ðSubPlans½ �Þ and returns a set of valid query plans that implement the partition PT½i�. Query plans of the partition fðDÞ; ðA;B; CÞg
whose CPU or memory consumptions are within their respective available system resources are retained and added to
SubPlans½k� (Line: 13). While the plans whose CPU or memory resource consumptions are above their respective thresholds
are pruned. If a qualified plan exists in the solution space, JTree-Finder is guaranteed to generate it in the nth iteration.

The algorithm returns a set of qualified plans found in the search (Line: 15). The choice of which qualified query plan to
use is dependent on the end-applications. A few such decision policies are: (1) randomly choose one qualified query plan, (2)
choose a query plan that is minimal in one of the resource usages (either CPU or memory), or (3) choose any one query plan
that is not dominated with respect to both resource consumptions. Other choices among qualified plans may also be worth
considering in special context, such as when handling multiple user queries, which we leave for future work (Section 8).

3.3.1. Time complexity
Traditional optimizers [2] that use dynamic programming to generate optimal plans have an exponential time complexity

[5]. Similarly, JTree-Finder has an exponential time complexity and therefore is not practical for stream query processing.

4. Evaluation of JTree-finder

4.1. Experimental methodology

4.1.1. Objectives
The goals of the first experiment are: (1) Verify the cost analysis used (Section 2) by comparing the performance of best

mjoin and bjtree plans against the general jtree-based plans generated by JTree-Finder under different resource constraints,
and (2) show that the inclusion of jtrees in the solution space increases the possibility of finding a qualified plan.

4.1.2. Environment
The proposed plan generation framework is implemented in the continuous query processing system, [26]. Algorithms

proposed in this work were implemented in Java. All experiments are conducted on an Intel 1.5 GHz machine with a 512 MB.

4.1.3. Organization
Our experiments are categorized into four sets by adjusting (1) availability of system resources CPUavail and Memavail and

(2) input stream arrival rates and selectivities. Our aim is to reproduce the four distinct scenarios presented in Section 3.1
(Fig. 5a–d), where a qualified plan exists in the solution space. The experimental sets are: (1) memory and CPU resources are
sufficient for executing both bjtree and mjoin (Fig. 5a), (2) where CPU resources are sufficient for executing the bjtree but
insufficient for mjoin (Fig. 5b), (3) memory is configured such that it is sufficient for mjoin but not for bjtree (Fig. 5c), (4)
both CPU and memory resources are insufficient for either bjtree or mjoin, hence needing to include general jtrees
(Fig. 5d) in the solution space.

4.1.4. Experimental setup
A continuous query processing engine is stable when it can process the tuples accumulated in the each of its queues with

none to little delay. By the cost-per-unit-time CPU metric, we mean the CPU time required by the query plan to process the
tuples accumulated in all of its queues within one unit time. In this work, this is denoted as CPUreqd. Therefore for a stable
query processing the required CPU ðCPUreqdÞmust be 61 unit time (implying CPUavail ¼ 1). In our query engine, the time unit
is seconds and thus CPUavail ¼ 1 s. If CPUreqd > 1 s then the system will be saturated, with more and more tuples accumulating
in the input queues making it infeasible to keep up with the new tuples coming from input streams.

We measured the per tuple run-time average costs of join ðCjÞ, insert ðCiÞ and delete ðCdÞ using our query engine [26] run-
ning on a machine with 1.5 MHz processor and 516 MB memory. The results are displayed in Table 3. Given the per tuple
cost metrics, for an mjoin, bjtree or jtree plan we compute the CPU utilization by our cost model. The effect of different
CPU availabilities is achieved by increasing or decreasing parameters, like window sizes, stream arrival rates, and join selec-
tivities. The available memory resource Memavail is controlled by setting the maximum Java heap size. Table 2 lists the
parameter settings in the 4 sets of experiments.
Table 3
CPU cost (ms) of basic tuple operations.

Cj Ci Cd

2:2� 10�3 2:0� 10�4 2:0� 10�4
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4.2. Analysis of different plan types

4.2.1. Experiment set 1
When both mjoin and bjtree are qualified plans they have similar accumulated throughput3 as shown in Fig. 7a. Sufficient

CPU ensures that new tuples can be processed quickly without delay, which is true for both mjoin and bjtree, as in Fig. 7c and b
clearly displays the much larger memory usage of bjtree for storing intermediate results in comparison to mjoin.

4.2.2. Experiment set 2
In this scenario, the stream characteristics (input rate and selectivity) and window size make the best mjoin plan not

qualified while the best bjtree plan be qualified. Fig. 8a shows that bjtree has a much higher throughput (>100% improve-
ment) than mjoin. Since mjoin is not qualified, new tuples cannot be processed right away and thus accumulate quickly
in stream input queues (Fig. 8b), while bjtree processes new tuples right away keeping up with the input queues. Thus,
the queue sizes are kept small on an average.

4.2.3. Experiment set 3
When given enough CPU resources but limited memory, both mjoin and bjtree have similar throughput in the beginning

(Fig. 8c). As the memory of bjtree accumulates (Fig. 8d) it reaches the threshold ðMa ¼ 30 MBÞ at around 50,000 ms. Once
the memory threshold is reached the bjtree crashes due the lack of additional memory resources. In comparison, the memory
consumed by mjoin is smaller and averages around 12 MB after the start-up. Memory usage fluctuations in mjoin are due to
memory temporarily used by the intermediate results.

4.2.4. Experiment set 4
Neither mjoin nor bjtree are qualified plans, while a general jtree is found to be qualified. Fig. 8e and f compares the accu-

mulated throughput and memory consumptions of the three plans. BJTree has the highest initial throughput. However, it
3 accumulated throughput: total number of output tuples produced thus far.
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quickly runs out of memory at around 80,000 ms. Although jtree has a lower initial throughput than bjtree, it has a higher
throughput than mjoin. Since jtree requires less memory than bjtree, it is able to continuously produce results.

In summary, the above results confirm our cost analysis, and demonstrate the need to extend the search space to also
include general jtrees.

4.2.5. Comparative study
In Section 6, we present an extensive comparative study of the proposed polynomial-time techniques by varying the

number of streams N in between 3 and 20 streams.
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5. Our approach: two-layer plan generation

5.1. Overview

Qualified plan generation is an exponential time-complexity problem even with richer pruning techniques [25]. We
therefore now put forth an efficient hill-climbing based two-layer plan generation framework that generates qualified
query plans. Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code of our framework.

The first layer utilizes the positive correlation between memory and CPU by transforming the two-dimensional problem
into a one-dimensional minimization problem, this way focusing on minimizing one of the two cost metrics. This offers three
benefits. First, it allows us to employ state-of-the-art algorithms to optimize mjoin [15,9,19,27] (Line: 2) and bjtrees [5,1]
(Line :7). Second, the generated mjoin is guaranteed to utilize the minimum memory resources of all possible plans, while
the generated bjtree has the least amount of CPU usage as no re-computation is required. By piggybacking on the mjoin and
bjtree plans generated by the first layer we identify starting points for our hill-climbing algorithm in our second layer of opti-
mization. Third, early termination can often be achieved, namely when either a qualified plan is found (Lines: 5 and 10), or
when the minimal bounds on the required system resources are larger than their respective system thresholds (Lines: 6 and
11). For example, consider the scenario when the memory resources needed by the mjoin, MemoryðPmjoin; JGÞ are larger than
the available memory, Memavail. In such cases no plan exists in the search space with a lesser memory utilization than Pmjoin.
If the first layer is unable to return a qualified plan yet does not determine the in-feasibility of the problem, the second layer
is triggered to explore the jtree search space.

Algorithm 2. Two-layer plan generation

Input: Join Graph JG; S ¼ fA;B;C . . .g Resource Constraints: CPUavail;Memavail

Output: Qualified Query Plan P or �1

1:
 // Layer-One

2:
 Pmjoin ¼ Find MJoin OrderingðJGÞ

3:
 if MemoryðPmjoin; JGÞ 6Memavail then

4:
 if CPUðPmjoin; JGÞ 6 CPUavail return Pmjoin
5:
 else return �1 // Memavail Bound Restrictive

6:
 Pbjtree ¼ Find BJTree OrderingðJGÞ

7:
 if CPUðPbjtree; JGÞ 6 CPUavail then

8:
 if MemoryðPbjtree; JGÞ 6Memavail return Pbjtree
9:
 else return �1 // CPUavail Bound Restrictive

10:
 // Layer-Two

11:
 P ¼ State SelectionðJG;CPUavail;Memavail;PmjoinÞ

12:
 Memr ¼MemoryðP; JGÞ; CPUr ¼ CPUðP; JGÞ

13:
 if ðMemr 6MemavailÞ AND ðCPUr 6 CPUavailÞreturnP

14:
 P ¼ State RemovalðJG;CPUavail;Memavail;PbjtreeÞ

15:
 Memr ¼MemoryðP; JGÞ; CPUr ¼ CPUðP; JGÞ

16:
 if ðMemr 6MemavailÞ AND ðCPUr 6 CPUavailÞ return P
17:
 return �1 // No Qualified Plan Found
Intuitively, the aim of the second layer is to decrease one cost factor while increasing the other, until both are under the

system thresholds. In this regard, we present two polynomial-time algorithms that start from either Pmjoin or Pbjtree plan gen-
erated in the previous layer. Our state-selection algorithm (Section 5.2) starts with an mjoin plan Pmjoin and selects interme-
diate states to be materialized. In contrast, our state-removal algorithm (Section 5.3) starts with a bjtree Pbjtree and selects
smaller binary joins to be merged into a single mjoin. In either case, the result is a jtree. The choice of which algorithm
is dependent on several factors such as where Pmjoin and Pbjtree lie in the solution space (Fig. 5d). If no qualified plan can
be generated by the second layer of plan generation, the only alternative is to invoke more radical adaptation techniques,
such as memory-spilling [11,12,9], load shedding [8,10] or query distribution [28,29].

In summary, the plan generation framework will have one of four possible results: (1) a qualified mjoin, (2) a qualified
bjtree, (3) a qualified jtree, or (4) a negative result indicating that the system resources are not sufficient. The first layer
either outputs (1), (2) or (4), or triggers the second layer. The second layer either identifies a qualified jtree (3), or terminates
without a result (4).

5.2. The state-selection algorithm

We now describe our state-selection algorithm that iteratively selects intermediate results to be stored thereby saving
valuable CPU resources otherwise spent on re-computation. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.

The algorithm takes as input arguments a user query represented by its join graph JG, system resource constraints CPUavail

and Memavail and the mjoin plan Pmjoin generated by the first layer of plan generation. Mjoin plan only stores the tuples from
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each of the input streams in states, thus Pmjoin has the least memory utilization. However, since the mjoin plan has to recom-
pute all intermediate results, the CPU resource usage needed to recompute the intermediate tuples is high. In this technique,
we apply the principle of negative correlation of sacrificing memory resources by storing some intermediate results, there-
by saving on the corresponding re-computation CPU costs.

Selecting which intermediate state(s) to be stored can be viewed as selecting edges in a join graph. The choice of which
intermediate states to store is determined by two factors: edge frequency and edge weight. The edge frequency is the number
of times an edge appears in the join sequences. In Fig. 9b, for input stream A the first layer of optimization generates the best
possible join order (in polynomial time) to process the input tuples from A, similarly we have a join ordering for the input
stream B, and so on. In Fig. 9b, the edge between input stream A and C appears 6 times in the set of join orders, while the
edge between D and C appears twice. Therefore, storing the intermediate results of A ffl C would be of more benefit than stor-
ing results of D ffl E. Thus, heuristically, the higher the edge frequency, the more likely it is that storing the corresponding
intermediate results can save CPU costs.

The edge weight connecting vertices Vx and Vy is the estimated intermediate state size, kVx kVyrVxVy . The aim of the algo-
rithm is to reduce the CPU resource consumption by using the least amount of memory resources. Therefore, the state-selec-
tion algorithm chooses the edge with the largest (frequency/weight) ratio.

To illustrate, for the join graph in Fig. 9a and the join ordering in Fig. 9b we can derive the edge frequency as described in

Fig. 9c. In each iteration the algorithm selects an edge with the max frequency
weight

� �
ratio as the next state to be stored.

For each edge VxVy, the algorithm accesses the benefits of storing its intermediate states. Vertices Vx and Vy are merged
into one vertex with input rate of kVx kVyrVxVy , i.e., we create a binary join Vx ffl Vy whose output is now fed to the mjoin oper-
ator. Now, for the mjoin with one less input stream, we employ the popular polynomial-time mjoin ordering algorithm
[15,19,9] to generate the best possible join ordering for each of its input streams. If CPU costs of the new mjoin are smaller
than the current plan, the state SVxVy is stored. The algorithm proceeds iteratively until: (1) no intermediate states can further
be stored to reduce the CPU usage, or (2) memory usage of jtree exceeds Memavail.

Algorithm 3. State-selection algorithm

Input: Dual-Resource Constraints: CPUavail;Memavail; Join Graph JG;Pmjoin

Output: Qualified JTree Plan P or �1

1:
 P ¼ Pmjoin
2:
 CPUr ¼ CPUðP; JGÞ; Memr ¼MemoryðP; JGÞ

3:
 while ðCPUr > CPUavailÞANDðMemr < MemavailÞ do

4:
 E = Set of candidate edges in JG

5:
 while (E != null) do � �

6:
 Choose Ei 2 E with max frequency

weight
7:
 Let Ei be an edge that connect vertices Vx and Vy
8:
 JGnew ¼ Merge vertices Vx and Vy to Vxy in JG

9:
 OptimizeðVxy; JGnew;CPUavail;MemavailÞ

10:
 Pnew  MJoin OrderingðJGnewÞ

11:
 CPUnew ¼ CPUðPnew; JGnewÞ

12:
 if ðCPUnew < CPUrÞ then

13:
 P ¼ Pnew; CPUr ¼ CPUnew; JG ¼ JGnew

14:
 if MemoryðP; JGnewÞ > Memavail then

15:
 return �1; // No qualified plan found

16:
 Remove Ei from E

17:
 if ðjEj ¼¼ 0Þ then return �1

18:
 return P // Exist loop when qualified plan found
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To elaborate, let the edge DE in Fig. 10a be the candidate edge to be merged. The mjoin with six input streams is now
transformed into an mjoin with five inputs where one of its inputs is the results from the binary join D ffl E (Fig. 10b).
The output rate of the merged vertices DE is kDkErDE.

The process described so far ends up generating binary join nodes for the merged vertices. We now add further steps to
merge several binary joins into an mjoin. This is done only when both memory and CPU costs can be saved. Let the edge
between vertex C and DE in Fig. 11a be chosen as the next edge to be merged. The new merged vertex can either be imple-
mented as a bjtree or a single mjoin as shown in Fig. 11b and c respectively. In the state-selection algorithm, we define a
function called Optimize (Line: 9) that takes as inputs the merged vertex, the modified join graph and the system resource
constraints to return a qualified implementation of the merged vertex.

5.2.1. Time complexity
A join graph with n streams has at most nðn� 1Þ=2 edges. After merging an edge, we select a state-of-the-art ordering

algorithm [9,15] having a time complexity of Oðn2 logðnÞÞ to recompute the join sequences. Thus state-selection has a worst
case time complexity of Oðn3 logðnÞÞ.

5.3. The state-removal algorithm

We now present the state-removal algorithm that aims to save precious memory resources by removing intermediate
states and merging the join operators into an mjoin operator that does not store intermediate states. The pseudo-code for
the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4. The algorithm takes as input arguments a user query represented by its join graph
JG, system resource constraints CPUavail and Memavail and the bjtree plan Pbjtree generated by the first layer of plan generation.
This bjtree plan has the least amount of CPU resources usage as it does not perform any re-computation of intermediate re-
sults as in an mjoin plan. However, the memory resources needed to store these intermediate results is very high. Therefore,
this technique of state removal aims to use the principle of negative correlation and removes some intermediate results
thereby saving on the memory resources utilized but in turn increasing the total CPU consumption.
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Fig. 12 illustrates the application of the state-removal techniques for a bjtree with four intermediate states (represented
by a rectangle in Fig. 12a). To remove the intermediate state at join operator BC the algorithm merges operators AB and BC
into a single mjoin operator ABC (as in Fig. 12b). A state-of-the-art mjoin ordering algorithm [15,19,9] is then used to find the
join orderings for the new mjoin operator ABC. This process is repeated until a qualified jtree is found, or all states have been
explored.

Algorithm 4. State-removal algorithm

Input: Dual-Resource Constraints: CPUavail;Memavail; Join Graph JG;Pbjtree

Output: Qualified JTree Plan P or �1

1:
 P ¼ Pbjtree
2:
 S = set of all intermediate states in Pcurrent
3:
 while S–/ do

4:
 CPUr ¼ CPUðP; JGÞ; min ratio ¼ 1

5:
 for (each Si 2 S) do

6:
 op1 = join operator contains Si
7:
 op2 = join operator with feeds tuples to Si
8:
 Pnew ¼ MergeðP; op1; op2Þ

9:
 // 1. Merges op1 and op2 into newOp;

10:
 // 2. Generates join ordering for newOp

11:
 CPUnew = CPUðPnew; JGÞ

12:
 state-ratio ¼ ðCPUnew � CPUrÞ=ðjSijÞ

13:
 if ðstate-ratio < min ratioÞ then

14:
 min ratio ¼ state-ratio; state ¼ Si;Ps ¼ Pnew
15:
 Remove state from S;P ¼ Ps
16:
 if (CPUðP; JGÞ 6 CPUavailÞ AND (MemoryðP; JGÞ 6MemavailÞ then

17:
 return P // A Qualified Plan

18:
 return �1 // No Qualified Plan Found
For each candidate intermediate state to be removed, two factors must be considered, namely, the memory saved by

removing the state and the additional CPU resources needed to recompute the intermediate results. If CPUcurrent and
CPUnew represent the CPU resource utilization of the current plan and the new candidate plan after operator merging respec-
tively, the increase in CPU costs can be computed as DCPU ¼ CPUnew � CPUcurrent. The memory saved is in fact the size of the
removed intermediate state. State quality ratio is defined as DCPU=jS½i�j. Intuitively, in each iteration of the algorithm the inter-
mediate state with the smallest state quality ratio is removed. The intermediate states are removed by merging two corre-
sponding join operators into a larger mjoin operator. In scenarios when the CPU costs of maintaining intermediate states
surpasses the cost of recomputing the state, the DCPU factor is negative.

5.3.1. Time complexity
A join graph with n vertices has at most n� 1 intermediate states. Therefore, state-selection and operator merging pro-

cess may be repeated at most n� 1 times. If the chosen state-of-the-art mjoin ordering algorithm [15,9,19] has the time
complexity of Oðn2 logðnÞÞ, the total running time is bounded by Oðn3 logðnÞÞ.

6. Comparative study

6.1. Experimental methodology

6.1.1. Objectives
The goals of this second experimental evaluation include the comparison of: (1) the average time required by the pro-

posed algorithms to generate a qualified plan, and (2) the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms to find a qualified query
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Fig. 13. (a) Avg. execution time (b) qualified percentage (c) percentage of scenarios when a qualified plan exists.
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plan if one such plan exists in the solution space. (3) the memory and CPU resource utilization of the qualified plans gener-
ated by the state-selection versus by the state-removal algorithms.

6.1.2. Environment
We use the same testing environment that was presented in Section 4.

6.1.3. Organization
To determine the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and observe trends we varied the number of input streams N

from 3 to 20. For each N, the setup process involves: (1) randomly generate an input rate for each stream within the range of
[1,100] tuples/second, (2) joins among input streams are randomly selected, and (3) the corresponding join selectivities are
randomly generated within the range of (0,1)4. This setup process is repeated 100 times for each N. Therefore, a total of
ð20� 3þ 1Þ � 100 ¼ 1800 different parameter settings, which is a sufficiently large sample set to illustrate performance
trends studied. The CPU threshold defined as the maximum amount of time needed to process the tuples arriving within
the time unit of 1 s, thus CPUavail ¼ 1 s.

6.2. Effectiveness of proposed algorithms

Fig. 13 compares the average execution times needed for our proposed algorithms to generate a qualified plan. JTree-Fin-
der, due to its exponential time complexity is much slower in comparison to our polynomial-time strategies, and runs out of
resources for a smaller N. Since the JTree-Finder algorithm is searching the much larger qualified plan solution space, it can
4 Join selectivity ¼ ðnum of outputsÞ=ðnum of possible outputsÞ:
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only support a smaller N that other state-of-the-art dynamic programming techniques [5,24]. Also, all algorithms are imple-
mented in Java.

Definition 4. Given X different experimental settings where a qualified plan exists in the solution space, if an algorithm finds
a qualified query plan in Y ðY 6 XÞ such settings, the qualified percentage of the algorithm is ðY=X � 100Þ.

The effectiveness of an algorithm is quantified by its qualified percentage. Fig. 13b illustrates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithms. JTree-Finder is guaranteed to find a qualified plan by searching the entire general jtree solution space, if
one such plan exists. We observe that our heuristic-based state-selection and state-removal algorithms have identical qual-
ified percentage (=100%) to JTree-Finder for various N. Comparison of our heuristic-based algorithms cannot be done for lar-
ger N as JTree-Finder fails due to its exponential time complexity.

We note that for some stream characteristics and system resource threshold settings a qualified plan may not exist in the
solution space. This is reflected in Fig. 13c where JTree-Finder is unable to find a qualified plan – given that JTree-Finder ex-
plores the full search space, this implies that no solution exists. No trends can be drawn from Fig. 13c as it merely reflects the
state of the particular solution space we studied.

6.3. Resource utilization of generated plans

Lastly, we compare the memory and CPU usages of the qualified plans generated by state-selection and state-removal.
Fig. 14a–c depicts the distributions of memory and CPU costs for all qualified query plans found for N equal to 3, 5 and
10, respectively. Qualified plans generated by state-selection generally tend to have smaller memory costs but larger CPU
costs as compared to the qualified plans generated by state-removal. This trend becomes apparent as N increases. In
Fig. 14a when N = 3, the qualified plans from both algorithms are mixed on the plot. As N increases, the qualified plans gen-
erated by state-selection tend to be located more at the upper-left area, while the qualified plans generated by state-removal
tend to be located more at the lower-right area. The two sets of qualified plans are clearly separated from each other. This is
due to in part their differences in the starting points of the two strategies. An mjoin usually has smaller memory costs but
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larger CPU costs than a bjtree for the same query. Optimizing from each starting point has the tendency to reach a qualified
plan that is closer to that starting point.

6.4. Discussion: statistic gathering and plan migration

The focus of this work is to design efficient algorithms for finding qualified continuous query plans at run-time. We employ
existing methods [30,15] to collect statistics at run-time. When a better plan is found by any one of our proposed algorithms,
we apply migration strategies [31,32] to safely transfer the current query plan to the new plan. These migration strategies
which focus on binary join plans can be easily extended to handle the movement of join states across our general jtree plans.

7. Related work

The growing number of on-line users as well as the increased usage of sensors and RFID networks in various real-world
scenarios has increased the availability of data streams on the web [33]. This phenomenon has resulted in the development
of alternative streaming database systems [34–38]. The CQL continuous query language by Arasu et al. [39] is a general SQL-
based language proposed to express continuous queries against streams and updatable relations.

State-of-the-art techniques [1,2,9,15,19] have focused on the optimization of a single cost function by exploiting the po-
sitive correlation between memory and CPU usages. However, qualified plan generation has largely been ignored. Multi-join
query optimization in static databases has focused on bjtrees [1–3,5]. In contrast, the mjoin operator [9,19] is popular in
streaming databases, supported by several heuristic-based ordering algorithms [15,19]. After inventing the mjoin for stream
processing, [9] acknowledges the problem of excessive re-computation costs of intermediate states. While [9] suggests that a
large mjoin with P5 streams may need to be split into two smaller mjoins, they do not concern themselves with memory
constraints. Their experiments all deal with extremely small join selectivities ðr ¼ 0:0005%Þ and therefore the total number
of intermediate results are relatively small in their experiments – thus memory overflow is not dealt with in their work.
Therefore, [9] does not tackle the open problem of qualified plan generation – the focus of our work. The Eddy approach
[7] simulates an mjoin operator by introducing the STEM structure to enable dynamic join ordering at the tuple granularity.
However, like mjoin, it suffers from the additional re-computation CPU costs.

The A-Caching algorithm [30] optimizes a single mjoin operator by adding/removing temporary caches for certain inter-
mediate results. Our proposed algorithms differ significantly from A-Caching in several aspects. First, A-Caching only deals
with equi-join predicates, relying on value-based hashing to detect a cache hit/miss. Our two-layer plan generation frame-
work is general and can work with any physical implementation of multi-join queries. Second, A-Caching restricts the prob-
lem space by only considering solutions with a set of non-overlapping caches. In other words, two caches cannot have
common joins. Our proposed algorithms do not have this restriction, thus broadening the range of intermediate results that
can be simultaneously stored. Lastly, A-Caching is a novel operator-level join implementation strategy of a single mjoin oper-
ator. Our solution instead looks at the query plan-level, exploring the entire jtree solution space.

Handling multiple resources has been studied in distributed systems for parallel query optimization and task scheduling
[40,17,16,41,14]. Parallel optimization proposed in [40] minimizes CPU costs at compile time, and delays the decision on buf-
fer size to run-time. At run-time, based on observed cardinalities, one of the sub-plans is chosen. In contrast, our algorithms
considers both CPU and memory costs factors when generating qualified query plans. Mariposa [14] optimizes a parallel
query plan based on a concrete user-defined cost-delay curve. In our work, we do not assume that the relationship between
CPU and memory is given a priori. In fact, in practice this is hard to capture, as elaborated in Section 1. [41] distributes oper-
ators of a plan to several processors while exploring the trade-offs among multiple system resources. Our work instead finds
a plan that satisfies multiple resource constraints within a central system.

8. Conclusions and future work

In this work, we recast that continuous query plan generation, no longer a minimization problem as typically approached
by state-of-the-art techniques, but rather as a constraint satisfaction problem. For this, we expand the traditional search
space of pure mjoin- or pure bjtree-based query plans to include general jtrees. We explore the trade-offs and correlations
between CPU and memory usage functions, both positive and negative. In this effort, we first present our JTree-Finder algo-
rithm that is guaranteed to generate a qualified plan. Second, to provide an efficient run-time solution we present a two-lay-
ered plan generation framework. In our framework, we propose two polynomial-time algorithms state-selection and state-
removal exploit the correlations to generate a qualified plan. Our experimental evaluation using an existing continuous query
engine verifies our cost model and measures the CPU and memory resource usages of the generated plans. The experimental
results clearly demonstrate: (1) the need to search the entire solution space including general jtrees so not to miss poten-
tially qualified plans and (2) the effectiveness of our algorithms over the state-of-the-art techniques.

Many directions for future work are possible. We could consider the constraint problem for handling multiple queries.
Two alternatives for addressing this problem may be to: (1) first allocate a fixed amount of the CPU and memory resources
to each query, and then to directly apply the strategies presented in this work to each of the queries, or (2) to simultaneously
build the plans for the different queries such that their collective resource consumptions are within bounds. While the for-
mer alternative can be easily achieved, the latter may be more practical as the criteria for pre-allocation of resources is a
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challenging problem in itself. Another avenue for future work is to add additional constraints such as latency and then to
identify their correlations to CPU and memory resource usages.
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